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Metropolitan Botswana celebrates brokers
OR
Metropolitan Botswana holds brokers forum
GABORONE – Insurance brokers and two unions namely BOPEU and NALCGPMWU descended upon
Gaborone this week for the Metropolitan Botswana brokers’ breakfast forum. Metropolitan
Botswana Head of Business Development(Corporate and Retail),Frikkie Augustyn welcomed brokers
and unions to the breakfast event on 27th February 2013, held at Lansmore Masa Square.
The forum aimed, primarily, at showing appreciation for the partnership and loyalty the brokers have
displayed throughout the years. It aimed at celebrating the evolving relationships these brokers and
unions have had, and continue to have, with Metropolitan Botswana.
Commented Mr. Augustyn, “This seminar, or forum if you will, is first and foremost about celebrating
the fruitful relationships we have cultivated with our broker partners over the years. We are grateful
to have the chance to work with them on a daily basis, and thoroughly appreciate their loyalty.”
Metropolitan Botswana was established in 1996 and started operating in 1997. The company has
offices in Gaborone, Maun, Selebi‐Phikwe and Francistown. Since its inception, the company has
worked towards developing longstanding relationships with broker individuals and firms in order to
best satisfy client needs. The broker breakfast forum comes at a time when the Corporate (Employee
Benefits) wing of Metropolitan have increased efforts towards enhancing stakeholder relationships.
In attendance were delegates from AON Botswana, Alexander Forbes Financial Services, Marsh
Incorporating Alexander Forbes, Dynamic Insurance Brokers, Mercantile Insurance Brokers, Peo
Boswa Insurance Brokers, Libra Insurance Agency, Penrich Insurance Agency, BOPEU and
NALCGPMWU
Concluded Mr. Augustyn, “We are very proud of our relationship with our broker partners and proud
of the work that we have done with them over the years. With this forum, we look forward to
strengthening this relationship further.”
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